VIDEOS AND DVDS
A Fortunate Union- Behavior strategies (DVD)
Eden II
The successful use of applied behavior analysis in the
education of children with Autism has been well
documented in the literature (Lovaas, 1987: Harris
Harr et al.,
1991; Fenske, et al., 1985). The Eden II programs has
been educating children with autism within a behavioral
model since 1976. To meet the on-going
going training needs of
educators and parents, Eden II programs and Digital Vista
have collaborated to integrate a proven treatment
curriculum with modern, interactive multimedia. We
believe this form of instruction will more effectively convey
the material via visual, audio, and interactive
methodologies. We hope you will find success in utilizing
this courseware.

Asperger Syndrome and Employment (DVD)
Dubin, N.
People with Asperger Syndrome (AS) can find it difficult to
work in an environment that involves socialization with
colleagues or a lack of routine. However, Asperger
Syndrome and Employment shows
hows how success in the
workplace is possible with perseverance and with the right
supports and strategies in place. Nick Dubin discusses his
own experiences at work and highlights challenges
common among employees with AS. The DVD also
includes interviews with Nick's former employers who
assess his strengths and weaknesses, as well as
commentary from Gail Hawkins (author of the JKP book
How to Find Work that Works for People with Asperger
Syndrome) who relates Nick's experiences to those she
sees in her work
rk with people with AS. Dubin advises how
to succeed in the workplace and offers practical advice on
finding employment in line with your interests, making use
of job coaches, developing self-esteem,
esteem, using your
strengths and being honest to yourself and others
ot
about
your weaknesses. Asperger Syndrome and Employment is
a valuable source of information and inspiration for
teenagers and adults with AS, as well as anyone working
with someone with AS.

Asperger Syndrome: Transition to College and Work
(VHS)
Coulter Video
Audience: High school students who have Asperger
Syndrome or Autism Spectrum Disorder - Level 1.
The video features two programs. One details things to do
do to prepare for college. The second program describes
how to prepare to enter the workplace after high school or
college.
The programs include interviews with:
Peter Gerhardt, Ed.D. Dr. Gerhardt recorded this
interview while serving as a professor at Rutgers
University and while associated with the Douglass
Developmental Disabilities
s Center. He describes
advocating for people with Asperger Syndrome and
helping them find jobs.
Ann Binder The director of special needs services at
Delaware County Community College's Career and
Counseling Center in Media, Pa., Ms. Binder offers a
realistic
istic and positive look at how students with Asperger
Syndrome need to prepare to succeed at college.
Mary Beth Berry The director of a successful career
development/job sampling program for students with
special needs at North Hunterdon High School in
Annandale,
nandale, N.J., Ms. Berry describes how to analyze your
strengths and challenges, research opportunities,
advocate for yourself and succeed in a career.

Autism the Musical (DVD)
Tricia Regan
Follows five autistic children as they work together to
create
e and perform a live musical production.

Behavior Strategies: Putting it all Together (VHS)
Exceptional resources
Keys to the treasure chest. Discovering the Gems Within

Classroom Suite (DVD)
Intellitools
Classroom Suite is a unique software intervention
ervention tool
developed upon the principles of Universal Design for
Learning (UDL) that combines two educational
paradigms—systematic,
systematic, explicit instruction and flexible
creativity tools. Teachers have control over specific
learning objectives, allowing differentiated
fferentiated instruction for
individuals or groups to help students in grades PreK-5
PreK
achieve mastery in reading, writing, and mathematics.

Engineering the Classroom with Visual Strategies (DVD)
Hodgdon, L.
This DVD is a summary and explanation of procedures
cedures that were
followed to set up a classroom with visual strategies. Linda
Hodgdon describes the procedures that were followed during her
consultation with a classroom staff.
Where do you begin? It’s a frequently asked question. Once we
decide that using
ng visual strategies makes sense for a group of
students in a classroom, it can become instantly overwhelming.
There are so many ways to use visual strategies, so. . . .where do
you begin???
Here is what we did…
This DVD program is an informal explanation of the procedures
that were followed to set up a new classroom. Additional staff and
new students were being added to the room. The teacher’s goal:
Set up the whole classroom environment with visual supports.
These procedures are helpful to plan classroom strategies at the
beginning of the year or they can be implemented any time during
the school year.

Functional Curriculum (DVD)
Popard
The Functional Curriculum was developed in a classroom
setting to meet the needs of students with ASD who
require extensive interventions to acquire those life skills
necessary for living adult lives as independently as
possible.
The volumes in the DVD cover functional curriculum
assessment and data recording through task analysis,
data collection sheets, and teaching instructions for each
of the series topics. Topics included are Functional
Academics, Self-Help
Help and Life Skills, Vocational and Work
Experience, and more.

Intricate Minds-Understanding
Understanding Classmates With
Asperger Syndrome (DVD)
Coulter Video
This video provides an excellent introduction to Asperger
Syndrome for typically developing adolescents and
children. Individuals with the disorder movingly describe
their own experience of the condition. This video will
serve as an excellent resource for teachers, school
s
psychologists, speech pathologists, and guidance
counsellors in helping typically developing peers
understand classmates with AS.

La Pensee sociale: Explorer le Spectre de la
consideration du point (DVD)
Garcia Winner, M.
DVD from Conference attended
ended in Montreal

Le Role de L’aide-enseignant (DVD)
Geneva Centre
This DVD offers practical strategies and insights for
Educational Assistants. It addresses the priorities that
all EAs should be aware of and reinforces their primary
responsibility: ensuring that their students become as
independent as possible, not only in the school
environment but beyond.

MORE THAN WORDS (VHS)
Sussman, F.
More Than Word – The Hanen Program® for Parents of
Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a
family-focused,
focused, social pragmatic intervention program for
young children with ASD. More Than Words was adapted
from It Takes Two to Talk® – The Hanen Program® for
Parents of Children with Language Delays in order to
meet the needs of children on the autism spectrum
spec
and
their parents. The goal of More Than Words, like that of It
Takes Two to Talk, is to empower parents to become the
primary facilitator of their child’s communication and
language development, thereby maximizing the child’s
opportunities to develop communication skills in everyday
situations. More Than Words addresses the needs of both
nonverbal and verbal children with ASD under the age of
five.

PECS Video (VHS)
Andrew S Bondy; Lori Frost; Barbara Becker-Cottrill;
Becker
Pyramid Educational Products.; Mountainside Media, Inc.
Video provides an overview of the potential benefits of
using PECS (Picture Exchange Communication System)
with examples of each training phase within PECS in
school, home and community settings with a variety of
communicative partners.
rtners. The purpose of PECS is to allow
individuals with autism to effectively communicate.

Social Skills Builder-The
The birthday party (DVD)
The Birthday Party CD, unlike any other product on the
market, was developed for the teaching of social skills
through
hrough its innovative use of interactive video sequences.
Children on the screen act out social emotions,
appropriate body space, and voice volume step by step

to teach basic social understanding and behavioral skills.
These lessons target children with a cognitive age of 4-8
4
years.

Social Thinking Across the Home and School Day
(VHS)
Garcia Winner, M.
The set includes two video tapes. The first is a two-hour
two
workshop Michelle presents to help define the ILAUGH
framework, which is a six point model of social
cognition. The focus of this workshop is the fact that
students with social cognitive deficits express these
deficits not only during social interaction but in the
classroom as well. They may have difficulty working as
part of a group, interpreting and producing abstract
language and organizational challenges. Strategies will
be provided for assisting these children across their
home and school day.
The second video demonstrates Michelle working with
elementary and high school aged children in group
gro
and
individual lessons to facilitate social thinking and related
skills.

Social Thinking: Exploring the Spectrum of
Perspective Taking (DVD)
Garcia-Winner, M.
DVD from Conference attended in Montreal

Success Strategies for Students with Asperger
Asper
Syndrome and Autism (DVD)
Geneva Centre
Many students with Asperger Syndrome and Autism
have demonstrated that with effective transition
strategies and informal support systems, secondary
school can be a rich and productive experience.
Success Strategies
egies offers a framework for supporting
students with simple common sense solutions.
Strategies such as a reduced course load, a designated
place to de-stress
stress and the use of laptops and other
technologies can be the difference between opting out
of a program
am and thriving in secondary school and
beyond.

Teaching by Design (CD)
Voss, K.S.
Full of instructions for designing and adapting
materials and strategies for using them---including a
time-saving CD-rom of templates--TEACHING
TEACHING BY
DESIGN is useful to parents
arents and teachers of students
of all ages with a wide range of disabilities. Design and
customize lotto boards, interactive spelling cards,
game pieces, playing cards, matching games, menus,
fill-in-the-blank
blank decals, handwriting transparencies,
and more, to teach visual perception, math, language,
communication, reading, handwriting, and self-help
self
skills

Temple Grandin (DVD)
Temple Grandin paints a picture of a young woman’s
perseverance and determination while struggling with
the isolating challenges
es of autism at a time when it was
still quite unknown. The film chronicles Temple’s early
diagnosis, her turbulent growth and development during
her school years; the enduring support she received
from her mother and her science teacher and her
emergence as a woman with an innate sensitivity and
understanding of animal behavior.

The Boy Inside DVD #1 (DVD)
Kaplan, M.
Award-winning
winning filmmaker Marianne Kaplan shares her son’s
struggle to graduate elementary school in this intensely
personal documentary
tary about growing up with Asperger
Syndrome.

The Incredible 5-point Scale (DVD)
Dunn Buron, K. Curtis, M
This DVD is an excellent companion to Dunn Buron and
Curtis’ book, The Incredible 5 - point scale. Assisting
Students with Autism Spectrum Disorders
sorders in
Understanding Social Interactions and Controlling Their
Emotional Responses. It makes this easy-to
to-ready book
come to life and expands the use of the 5-point
point strategy
to children without disabilities in general education
classroom settings. I believe
lieve that all adults who work or
live with individuals with ASD and Children in general,
would enjoy and learn from this DVD.
Review by Brenda Smith Myles, Ph.D.,

The Role of an Educational Assistant (DVD)
Geneva Centre for Autism
This DVD offers practical
actical strategies and insights for
Educational Assistants. It addresses the priorities that
all EAs should be aware of and reinforces their primary
responsibility: ensuring that their students become as
independent as possible, not only in the school
environment but beyond.

The Social Response Pyramid (DVD)
The Gray Centre
"The Social Response Pyramid is an educational tool
developed by Laurel Hoekman. It is a visual
representation of social understanding--how
how we can
better understand ourselves and others (including those
with autism spectrum disorders, or ASD) in order to
develop and utilize strategies to increase the
effectiveness of our responses. It can be used by anyone
and for anyone to aid in becoming more socially
effective. This workshop provides
ovides the basic rationale for
the Social Response Pyramid and some suggestions to
get you started using this valuable educational tool!

Thinkin’ Things collection 1(CD)
Edmark
Thinkin’ Things Collection 1 takes place in Toony the
Loon’s Lagoon where six different activities help early
learners develop visual, spatial, logical and musical
memory, problem solving skills, and essential criticalcritical
thinking skills. With all instructions spoken by the
characters, reading is not required so that non-readers
non
can participate fully.

Toy Story Animated Storybook (CD)
Pixar
Disney's Animated StoryBook: Toy Story is a CD-ROM
CD
adventure where you bring the story to life. With the
click of a mouse, you'll enter a wacky 3-D
D world where
toys come alive. As you read along,
long, it's up to you to
help Woody and Buzz escape bad-boy
boy Sid, catch the
moving van, and become best buddies. Every page is
packed with fun surprises, plus music and 3-D
3
graphics
just like the movie. In fact, there's plenty of new
animation for a nonstop reading adventure worth
getting all wound up about!

Understanding Asperger’s (VHS)
This program explains the symptoms and causes of
Asperger syndrome, and discusses strategies for
coping with the disability.

Visual Strategies Workshop (DVD)
Hodgdon, L.
Practical supports for school and home: contains
interactions for students who experience autism and
other moderate to severe communication disorders.

You are a Social Detective (CD)
Social Skill Builder
Great for both home and school! Designed
ned for cross
system compatibility, one CD will work for BOTH Mac &
PC. Refer to the details section below for specifications.
You Are a Social Detective! Interactive CD Game
presents the social thinking concepts introduced in our
You Are a Social Detective!
ve! book. The book is presented
in the first chapter of the game, and then it kicks into
interactive computer game with our social detective
walking the students through each of the levels. There
is no need to purchase the book because it is included
in the
e CD, unless you want it in paper form.
Our new learning software CD, You are a Social
Detective, is a dynamic combination of Social Skill
Builder's interactive video modeling style with the
characters, vocabulary and process of the book You are
a Social Detective by Social Thinking® founder Michelle
Mic
Garcia Winner and co-author
author Pamela Crooke. Students
learn to use their social "tools" -- eyes, ears and brain - to understand the thoughts and feelings of others.
They learn to make a smart guess about what someone
will do next, and how their own actions
tions affect
consequences and outcomes.

